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MIND THE GAP
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7.7B
GLOBAL POPULATION

5.6B
ADDRESSABLE MARKET 

(14+ yr olds)

5B
MOBILE SUBSCRIBERS

4B
ACTIVE SMARTPHONES
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4B
ACTIVE SMARTPHONES

networked 
pocket-sized 

supercomputers

5B 4B
ACTIVE SMARTPHONES

Sources: Apple earnings Q12019, Andreessen Horowitz estimates, Google I/O 2019
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interstitials

cookie compliance 
dialogs
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app install banners



9%OF VISITS PRESSED 
GET APP BUTTON

Some percentage of these users already have the 
app installed or may never follow through with 
the app store download.

+17%

-2%

Source: https://bit.ly/21Ao7Ct

https://bit.ly/21Ao7Ct


Source: https://bit.ly/21Ao7Ct

69% VISITS ABANDONING 
AT APP INTERSTITIAL 

+17% 1-DAY ACTIVE USERS ON 
MOBILE WEB

-2% NATIVE APP INSTALLS

WITHOUT APP INTERSTITIAL 

Source: https://bit.ly/21Ao7Ct

https://bit.ly/21Ao7Ct
https://bit.ly/21Ao7Ct


11Source: https://baymard.com/blog/deemphasize-install-app-ads
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53% OF E-COMMERCE 
SITES TESTED

“Install App” banners were the direct & 
sole cause of several abandonments…

Source: https://baymard.com/blog/deemphasize-install-app-ads
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These companies practice user-centered design

So what’s going on?
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"PM, Marketing, Legal, [etc.] made me do it.”
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19Source: https://bit.ly/2EKB3pU
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CustomerCompany

intimate knowledge 
of the problem



21Source: https://bit.ly/1JLiMmG
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6M LISTINGS WORLDWIDE .5B GUEST ARRIVALS 2M GUEST PER NIGHT

Source: https://press.airbnb.com/fast-facts/
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CustomerCompany

intimate knowledge 
of the problem
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CustomerCompany

Development
ships code
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CustomerCompany

Development
ships code

Design
makes mock-ups
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CustomerCompany

Development
ships code

Design
makes mock-ups

Product Management
writes requirements
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CustomerCompany

Development
ships code

Design
makes mock-ups

Product Management
writes requirements

Legal
sets policies

Security
sets policies

Privacy
sets policies



Company Customer

Development
ships code

Design
makes mock-ups

Product Management
writes requirements

Leadership
defines strategy
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Legal
sets policies

Security
sets policies

Privacy
sets policies
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CustomerCompany

Company Customer

the company/
customer gap

Development
ships code

Design
makes mock-ups

Product Management
writes requirements

Legal
sets policies

Leadership
defines strategy



31Source: Outbreak blog 07

• User Experience

• Sales

• Engineering

• Marketing

• Legal
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Organizations which design systems are 
constrained to produce designs which are 
copies of the communication structures of these 
organizations.

“

“

Melvin Conway
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Everybody ships their org chart.
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Company Customer
as organizations grow, decision making 

moves further from end users
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The Second Gap
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what something is

why it exists
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ImplementationIdea

purpose/value is 
clear in the design
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SPLASH SCREEN CREATE PASSWORDTUTORIAL TUTORIAL TUTORIAL ENTER EMAIL
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CHECK OFF TERMS MAP CAMERA PERMISSIONS SCANLOCATION PERMISSIONS RELOAD ACCOUNT
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PAYMENT PERMISSIONS RELOAD ACCOUNT TUTORIAL TUTORIALRELOAD CONFIRMATION TUTORIAL
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RIDENOTIFICATION PERMISSIONSTUTORIAL
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SPLASH SCREEN SIGN UP FORM TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONSTERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS
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TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS



TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS



TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS TERMS & CONDITIONS

legal made 
me do it
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ImplementationIdea

purpose/value is 
clear in the design
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ImplementationIdea

Organizational Structure
Isolated requirements

Legal, PM, Business, 
etc. made me do it.
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START SCREEN LOCATION PERMISSIONS NOTIFICATION PERMISSIONS TUTORIALTUTORIAL TUTORIAL

everybody else is 
doing it
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Competitive Analysis

intro tour intro tour intro tour

intro tour
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10% INCREASE IN 
SUCCESSFUL LOG INS 6% INCREASE IN 

COMPLETED SIGN UPS

Source: https://bit.ly/2IyNVjM
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BEFORE

AFTER

get people to core value 
as soon as possible
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this, of course, requires 
knowing what your core 
value/action is

get people to core value 
as soon as possible
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ImplementationIdea

Organizational Structure
isolated requirements
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ImplementationIdea

Competitive Analysis
copying “patterns”

Organizational Structure
isolated requirements

everybody else is 
doing it
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SIGN-UP SUBSCRIPTION PLANSSUBSCRIPTION PROMO MAPPHONE VERIFICATION

the data made 
me do it
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VS +9%

MORE CLICKS ON 
ORANGE BUTTON

ADD TO CART ADD TO CART

Source: https://bit.ly/2lzh5FD
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ImplementationIdea

Competitive Analysis
copying “patterns”

Organizational Structure
isolated requirements
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ImplementationIdea

A/B Testing
local maximum 

Competitive Analysis
copying “patterns”

Organizational Structure
isolated requirements

the data made 
me do it
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Impact of A/B Testing Results

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

cumulative A/B 
testing “results”

actual business 
results
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VSLOW CONTRAST TEST HIGH CONTRAST TEST

button color 
change native payment 

method as default
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Low Contrast Test

changing the 
button color…

…doesn’t dramatically 
change the buying 
process
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High Contrast Test

defaulting to native 
payment option…

…has potential to drastically 
simplify buying process
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Making good use of testing

Responsible feature rollouts2
guarded, gradual rollouts with actionable metrics

High contrast hypotheses1
unless you operate at very large scale, but even then…
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START SCREEN SAFETY TIPS PHONE VERIFICATIONENTER NAME ENTER EMAIL ENTER PHONE

the guidelines made 
me do it
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input field design 
guidelines
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floating action button 
(FAB) design guidelines
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ImplementationIdea

A/B Testing
local maximum 

Competitive Analysis
copying “patterns”

Organizational Structure
isolated requirements
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ImplementationIdea

Internal Standards
solutions out of context

A/B Testing
local maximum 

Competitive Analysis
copying “patterns”

Organizational Structure
isolated requirements

the guidelines 
made me do it
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Idea Implementation

the gap between what something is 
and why it is exists

expands when people start to do things for 
reasons other than the customer
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what something is

why it exists
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SCAN QR CODE PAYMENT PERMISSIONSPAYMENT PROMPT RIDE
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VS
SCA PAYPAY RIDE
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Company Customer

Idea Implementation

as organizations grow, decision making 
moves further from end users

and people start to do things for 
reasons other than the customer

which creates a gap between what 
something is and why it is exists
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The Third Gap
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app install banner

newsletter promo
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app install banner

promotional banner

feature

icon-based navigation 
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feature

icon-based navigation 

category links
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VS +5%

INCREASE IN 
COMPLETED ORDERS

page views of the category 
pages increased by 10% – 12%

Source: https://growthrock.co/ecommerce-mobile-home-page-navigation/
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VS +29%

INCREASE IN 
COMPLETED ORDERS

page views of the category 
pages increased by 25% – 77%

Source: https://growthrock.co/ecommerce-mobile-home-page-navigation/
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VS +13%

INCREASE IN REVENUE 
PER VISITOR

from a 11% increase in mobile 
conversion rate

Source: https://bit.ly/2kvu3nJ
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feature

icon-based navigation 

category links
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When [Amazon] figured out customers 
didn’t know the magnifying glass was 
a standard symbol for search—some 
were calling it the ping-pong paddle—
it added pop-up descriptions and 
recommendations in Hindi.

“

”

Source: https://on.wsj.com/2AxE3Sf
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feature

icon-based navigation 

category links
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feature

icon-based navigation 

category links

search bar
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VS

Source: https://bit.ly/2lEgbY9

+32%

INCREASE IN 
SEARCHES ON MOBILE

https://bit.ly/2lEgbY9
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floating action 
button

BEFORE AFTER

search box in 
header

VS
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feature

icon-based navigation 

category links

search bar
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icon-based navigation 

category links

search bar

popular products
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icon-based navigation 

category links

search bar

popular products
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99Source: https://bit.ly/2skdEAc

VS
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icon-based navigation 

category links

search bar

popular products
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icon-based navigation 

category links

search bar

popular products
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Reasons for checkout abandonment

Source: Baymard 2,584 US survey respondents https://bit.ly/2FI7MZW

59%

I WAS JUST BROWSING/ 
NOT READY TO BUY

55%

EXTRA COSTS TOO HIGH 
(SHIPPING, TAXES, ETC.)
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find the right time & place 
to surface useful 
information & actions

particularly on mobile where screen 
space is limited
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icon-based navigation 

category links

search bar

popular products
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icon-based navigation 

category links

search bar

popular products
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icon-based navigation 

category links

search bar

popular products

brand thing



Company Customer

Development
ships code

Design
makes mock-ups

Product Management
writes requirements

Legal
sets policies

Leadership
defines strategy

110
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First Fandom
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First Fandom

Idea Implementationwith a big gap between what 
something is and why it exists…

…people’s path to getting to its value 
increases in length & difficulty
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TTTP: time to 
toilet paper
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the first thing a user is exposed to has a 
disproportionate impact on how they 
will think about it 
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37%

63%

Distinct mental models

“A combination of Pinterest and a blog. You can 
post articles, links, and comments for people to 
browse and like.”

PUBLIC MENTAL MODEL

PRIVATE MENTAL MODEL
“It's an app that can help you with team school 
projects to brainstorm at a distance.”
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0

1.75

3.5

5.25

7

Visual Appeal Ease of Use Fun Usefulness

PRIVATE MENTAL MODEL

PUBLIC MENTAL MODEL

Impact of distinct mental models
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VS
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Changing mental models

0

1.75

3.5

5.25

7

Visual Appeal Ease of Use Fun Usefulness

PRIVATE VS. PUBLIC

0

25

50

75

100

Cohort 1 Cohort 2 Cohort 3 Cohort 4 Cohort 5 Cohort 6 Cohort 7

PRIVATE MENTAL MODEL
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Mental Models
• impact what people think the product is for and how they will use it 

• onboarding may create different model than you intend  

Setting Mental Models
• make sure people run into the right content first 

• remove features that get in the way  
• embrace most people learn by tinkering, give nudges when needed
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Company Customer

First Fandom

Idea Implementation

as organizations grow, decision making moves 
further from end users

so people start to do things for reasons 
other than the customer

which creates a gap between what 
a product is and why it is exists

and making it difficult for 
customers to experience its value
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Company Customer

Idea Implementation

First Fandom
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Company Customer

Idea Implementation

First Fandom

how do we bridge 
these gaps?
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Company Customer

Idea Implementation

First Fandom

Mind the Gaps1
• customer voice is missing in decision making 

• requirements are departmentalized 

• critical customer experiences underperform   
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Implementation Mind the Gaps1
• customer voice is missing in decision making 

• requirements are departmentalized 

• critical customer experiences underperform   

Source: designed by artbyabc

https://www.redbubble.com/people/artbyabc?ref=artist_title_name
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You are what you measure2

app downloads



app downloads

app downloads
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app downloads

You are what you measure



app downloads

app downloads

app downloads
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app downloads

app downloads

app downloads

app downloads
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app downloads

app downloads



app downloads

app downloads

app downloads

app downloads

app downloads
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You are what you measure2
• spend time getting them right 

• test what behaviors they incentivize 

• long-term user-centric metrics vs. short-term 
operational metrics
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How to decide what to measure:
1.  Set goals: what do you want to see happen? 

2. List potential metrics: could be data you have or need to collect 

3. For each, write what would happen if you measure it, what actions would you take? 

4. Rank this list of metrics by biggest/clearest impact on your goals 

5. Collect data for the top few to see if it leads to the outcomes you thought it would 

6. Regularly & visibility track the ones that do
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Stay close to customers3
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• stayed with 24 hosts 
• rented $5,000 camera 
• doubled weekly revenue 
• 2-3x more bookings

“We used to travel and actually stay with our customers. It was 
the ultimate enlightened empathy–you were so close to the 

people you were designing for that it informed you in a way that 
an online survey never would.”
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

45M

30M

15M

0M

photographer
program



2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

45M

30M

15M

0M

“So by being so close to our 
customers we were able to listen to 
their needs and then design a 
product that they loved.” 
- Joe Gebbia
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“I’m surprised how quickly eBay can 
lose potential new customers. They can 
get so frustrated that they may  
never come back.”

VISITS
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What did we learn 
this week?
ENG, PM, UX leads 
Cross-product 
Quant & Qual insights 
Every week, one hour
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Stay close to customers3
• do it regularly, do it often 

• quantitive & qualitative counts 

• lean towards observational/behavioral

Image: Steve Krug, Don’t Make Me Think
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7.7B
GLOBAL POPULATION

4B
ACTIVE SMARTPHONES

networked 
pocket-sized 

supercomputers
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Company Customer

Idea Implementation

First Fandom

as organizations grow, decision making moves 
further from end users

so people start to do things for reasons 
other than the customer

which creates a gap between what 
a product is and why it is exists

and making it difficult for 
customers to experience its value
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Company Customer

Idea Implementation

First Fandom

Mind the gaps1

You are what you measure2

Stay close to customers3
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THANKS

 @lukew


